How Doctors and Hospitals Get Paid:
Unpacking the financial mechanisms of the institution

Faculty Leads:
Jeff Kozlow, MD, MS
Associate Professor, Plastic Surgery
Scott Regenbogen, MD, MPH
Associate Professor & Division Chief, Colorectal Surgery

SESSION OVERVIEW:
In today’s healthcare landscape, understanding physician and hospital payment as a surgeon/administrator is paramount. This session will begin with University of Michigan perspectives on what every surgeon should know about CPT and wRVU attribution in Medicare. We’ll discuss the costs of running an OR, alternative payment models, and what Michigan Medicine does with money received. We’ll also discuss approaches taken by hospital leaders and surgeons from private practice institutions. Closing out the day, we'll discuss CMS, Medicaid, and other payers' perspectives on carveouts and incentives. We’ll end the day with closing remarks on the future of payment reform.

LOCATION:
Michigan League, Floor 2, Hussey Room

REGISTRATION:
Please RSVP to Corey Jessop cjessop@med.umich.edu as space is limited. Deadline for registration is February 28, 2020.

TIMES:
7:30 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.